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Preface
Our noble friends and well-wishers,
Man is a social animal and naturally equipped with the infinite potential in
diverse faculties and capabilities. In terms of observing its excellence and
sophistication, and then tidy-up them for social and human behavior, so that
constructive and productive output could be produced to the coeval references.
Education is indeed a dynamic and comprehensive process through which we can
achieve wonderful human excellence. The debt, which we owe to our
motherland, is to render selfless and noble service for the above attributions.
KBS has been striving hard for more than two decades with sublime blessings of
yours.
Despite the un-conducive social circumstances, political upheavals and above all
the recent natural catastrophe on 25th April could not shake-off our unflinching
determination. We indeed attribute our success to hard work and the munificent
under pinning from you.
1. NEW-ADMISSION
New-admission is natural and consistent process. KBS does accept its liability of
making new children well educated. But this year there is a little bit but required
reduction in its total strength i.e. 864.
Hopefully a sustainable balance in over-all input will bring forth positive outcome
in years to come.
2. A UNFEIGNED AND CONSTANT EFFORT
Man is naturally inherent part of society. And social behavior is intrinsic
knowledge being produced in and around the society. Good knowledge plus
social behavior produces ebullient characters.
KBS, indeed, strives hard to polish its latent input through lubricant endeavors in
wake of securing its worth immensely, for the good cause and objectivity. G.D.
(Group Discussion) is very contemporary task initiated before 7 years showing its
excellent result to the need of society. It is source of intellectual growth, a very
strong, consistent promising and elite group of students at KBS proving its best
in every manner.

3. CHILDREN’S DAY
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Children’s day is very special day for our children not because it is a day for joy
and cheers but more importantly their creativity, imagination, outlet, etc. get an
opportunity to be staged on the public platform KBS offers an open and free
access to contribute into “A talent show” that has successfully been performed
with rich and diverse cultural spectrum on 15th September, 2015.
4. LIBRARY
A long awaited requirement of KBS/s scholars has just been fulfilled, when the
new small but well-stocked library was opened, this year in the month of
November by Ms. Barbara Krahl, our eminent guest and supporter of this
institution. Apart from the bookish knowledge, a free and easy time is spent in
library gives extra ordinary information to our scholar likely to be helpful in
future course of development.
5. MODIFIED AND RENOVATED COMPUTER LAB
Information technology and mass media are specialized branches of study but
the modern young scholars are surmised to know about them not only for
careers in these fields, but also for knowledge sake.
KBS is very consistent in improving and modifying the computer accessibility
within its best potential so that every scholar of computer could get easy access
with configuration to enjoy the outlets of computer programming. Now a
spacious and well-modified computer lab is available to our learners with 25
computers and two teachers.
6. CO-CURRICULUM DIARY
Co-curricular activities are the second most significant part of our wholesome
education imparted, for the all around development of personality. But this year
we are bound to minimize such activities due to devastating out-break. However
we did organize some significant curricular activities as mentioned below:
1. ENGLISH DEBATE: Senior Level
Topic: “Animals are safe in zoo or forest”
2. Drawing Competition: All level
3. Handwriting competition: Junior, Sub-junior

7. OUTDOOR-ACHIEVEMENTS
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Our scholars are inherent in best knowledge, outstanding talents, with multidiverse faculties and capabilities. KBS invariably foster its approach in the right
manner at the right moment for the inter-disciplinary promotion through active
participation in outdoor activities. And we acclaim some superb performance.
1. Inter-school ICT Quiz Contest 2015 organized by national cyber Olympiad
on 30thSeptember 2015.
Result: First Runner-up.
2. 3rd ESAR
Inter-school Science Quiz Competition, 2015
Award: Consolation
3. Participation: Inter school team Nepal Arts and Cultural Program held by
St. Xavier School, Jawalakhel on 26th September, 2015
4. Inter-school Drawing competition held by Reliance School
Award: 2nd and 3rd.
8. S.L.C. RESULTS
A consistent approach in S.L.C. reached into 16th year of its establishment. We
feel delighted and proud to be successful and satisfactory this year, with 9
distinctions, 52 first divisions and 4 II divisions.
9. JUDICIOUS THANKS FOR SUBLIME SUPPORT
Education is the core integration of human’s life as well as panacea for all evils.
Keeping this end in view, we are collectively tied-up with moorings of selfless
service. The good outcomes have started to flourish and we are indeed very
satisfied with our efforts so far so good.
We earnestly hope that all the extended assistance will get and touch the best
and most enriched desire of yours.
Our sincere thanks leap at to reach at your door for unconditional support to the
cause and concern.
10. MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW-YEAR
December25, the day of forgiveness is globally recognized, attributes to “Peace
and prosperity” for which your prolonged wait is about to end.
May god bless your inner being with solace, happiness and good health.
“MAY PARADISE’S CHOICEST BLESSING BE SHOWERED ON YOU”

